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( LF- ) . $LF$-
, , LF-
.
1. LF- SMALL BOX PRODUCT
$LF$- .
. $F_{n}$ 1
$F_{1}\subseteq F_{2}\subseteq F_{3}\subsetneq\cdots\subset F=\cup F_{n}$
$n\in N$
, $p_{n}$ $F$
$F= ind-\lim F_{n}$ . R\’echet
2 LF- .
. $X_{n}n\in N$ , $\Pi\prod\prod_{n\in N}$ $X_{n}$ $\prod_{n\in N}$ Un
( $U_{n}$ $X_{n}$ ) , box
product $\square _{n\in N}X_{n}$ .
. $X_{n}$ $*_{n}\in X_{n}$ ,
$\prod_{i=1}^{n}X_{i}=(\prod_{i=1}^{n}X_{i})\cross\{*n+1\}$ $\prod_{i=1}^{n+1}X_{i}$
$\square _{n\in N}X_{n}$ ,\in NXn $= \bigcup_{n\in N}\prod_{i=1}^{n}X_{i}$ , small
box-product .
$(X_{i,i}*)$ $(X, *)$ , $\square _{n\in N}X_{n}$ n\in -\in .NXn
$NX$ $NX$ .

























LF- , Mankiewicz[2] LF-
.
,
(MankieWiCZ 1.974). $F$ LF- , $F$ $\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}$
$\mathbb{R}^{\infty}$ . , $ind-\lim\ell_{2^{n}}=$ .
, , LF- 2 $\cross$ R\infty -
R\infty - . R\infty -
Heisey[1] Sakai [3] p2-
.
. $MN$ R\infty - ( p2- ) .
$\bullet$ Stability: $M\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}\approx M(M\cross P_{2}\approx M)$ .
$\bullet$ Classification : $M\simeq N\Leftrightarrow M\approx N$ .
$\bullet$ $O^{p}en$ embedding: $\exists f$ : $Marrow \mathbb{R}^{\infty}(P_{2})$ .
$\bullet$ : $\exists|K|$ :





. $X_{1}\subset X_{2}\subset\cdots$ ,
$X=\underline{1i\infty}X_{n}$ R\infty -
.
$\forall A$ : ,
$\forall B\subset A$ : ,
$\forall f$ : $B\mapsto X$ : embedding,
$\exists U$ : $B$ , $\exists\overline{f};U\mapsto X$ : embedding SuCh that $\overline{f}|_{U}=f$
[$01)^{\infty}$ $[01]^{\infty}$ R\infty -
, Classification .
$\mathbb{R}^{\infty}\approx[01)^{\infty}\approx[01]^{\infty}$ .
, LF- \ell 2 $\cross$ R\infty -
, . $HeiSey[1]$
Sakai [31 $\mathbb{R}^{\infty}$ $\underline{\lim_{r}}\mathbb{R}^{n}$
, $p_{2} \cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}\neq\frac{\lim}{\prime}(\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{n})$ ( $N\ell_{2}\neq\varliminf_{r}p_{2^{n}}$)
, R\infty -
. . \ell 2 $\cross$ R\infty -
.
. $\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}$ $U$ , \ell 2- $M$
, $U$ $M\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}$ .
\ell 2- , $\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}$
.
. $UV$ $\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}$ .
$\bullet$ Stability: $U\cross\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}\approx U$
$\bullet$ Classification: $U\simeq V\Leftrightarrow U\approx V$ .
$\bullet$ : $\exists|K|$ : SuCh that $|K|\cross\ell_{2}\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}\approx M$
\ell 2- R\infty - ,
$(O^{p}en$
embedding), e2 $\cross$ R\infty - .
, $\cross \mathbb{R}^{\infty}$
, \ell 2 $\cross$ R\infty - .
3.
.
. $\mathbb{R}^{\infty}\approx[01)^{\infty}$ , $P_{2}\cross[01)^{\infty}$ $U$
. $Un=U\cap(\ell_{2}\cross[01)^{n}\cross\{(00\cdots)\})$
, \ell 2- . , $U_{n}$ , COllar4
4 $\varphi:X\cross[0,1$) $arrow Y$ $X\in X$ $\varphi(x,0)=x$ Open
embedding $X\subset Y$ COllar
13
$\Psi=(\psi_{n})_{n\in N}$ ( $\psi_{n}$ : $U_{n}\cross[01$ ) $arrow U_{n+1}$ )
, . $\psi_{n}$ Open embedding
.
$\psi_{n}\cross id:U_{n}\cross[01)\cross[01)^{\infty}arrow U_{n+1}\cross[01)^{\infty}$.
$open$ embedding $Un\cross[01)^{\infty}$ $U_{n+1}\cross[01)^{\infty}$
, 5
$U_{1} \cross[0\frac{1}{2})^{\infty}$ $\subset$ $U_{2} \cross[0\frac{2}{3})^{\infty}$ $\subset\cdots$
$\psi_{1}xid$ $\psi_{2}xid$
, $U_{\Psi}$ $U_{\Psi}=\varliminf_{r}$ Un . $U_{\Psi}$
collar $\Psi$ , $U_{\Psi}$
$U$ . $U_{\Psi}$ .
. $U_{\Psi}\approx U$ COllar $\Psi$ .
, $U$




$M$ , $U_{n}$ $U_{n+1}$ $U_{n}\cross\{n\}$ $U_{n+1}\cross$
$\{n\}$ . , $M$
[$01)^{\infty}$ \ell 2 $\cross$ R\infty -
.
$M_{n}^{\infty}=( \bigcup_{i=1}^{n}[i-1n)\cross U_{i})\cross[0\frac{n}{n+1})^{\infty}$ .
}\breve \acute \ell 2- ( unknotting $th\infty rem$ )












, $U_{\Psi}$ $\Psi$ ,
.
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